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1 Introduction

For multimodal analyses, it is desirable to have a large database (in our case of 
YouTube data). Within multimodality, the development of more elaborate meth- 
ods, data banks, and tools to allow a stronger empirical grounding of multimodal 
analysis is currently an important topic (cf. Bateman et al., 2017,152-155). Corpora 
of multimodal data are a prerequisite for this. Our contribution aims at developing 
a proposal for gathering and building multimodal corpora of audio-visual social 
media data, predominantly YouTube data. One of the main challenges in construct- 
ing corpora is to malce them useful for pursuing specific questions that are relevant 
within a given scientific approach. Within social semiotics, semiotic products like 
websites, clips on YouTube or comments are viewed as constituting communicative 
acts (Kress & van Leeuwen, 2006 [1996]; Kress, 2010). Our aim in this contribution 
is to ground the process of data gathering and corpus building in assumptions 
about the research object itself. The questions we are asking are: What does a 
corpus of YouTube data have to look like to allow researchers to tackle questions 
that are relevant for a study of communicative acts? What components should 
such a corpus contain?

Although we do think that multimodality is becoming more important because 
communication has become more diverse and multimodal, we are skeptical about 
transferring multimodality into a discipline in its own right. This is mainly because 
it is difficult to identify a unique research object, which would be crucial for a new 
discipline. The meaning-making functions of different modal resources and their 
specific relations in communicative processes are not just a topic of multimodality, 
but of all disciplines that are concerned with reconstructing social meaning (cf. 
Habermas, 1967). Moreover, a focus on media communication within multimodal-
ity, which could be considered a specific focus, seems not to offer a systematic 
grounding because so-called non-mediated communication (such as, for example, 
face-to-face-interaction) is also organized multimodally. In sum, it is not clear to 
us how multimodality could be differentiated from other disciplines, especially 
sociology, media and communication studies, and semiotics.

Our contribution has two parts: First, we ouüine a participation framework1 
which can represent the complexity of YouTube communication, drawing mainly

1 If semiotic material on websites is understood as communication, i.e ., as something people 
are doing with another, they establish in and through their communication something Goffman 
has called a participation framework (Goffman, 1981,137). The notion participation framework 
describes the relations which participants accomplish in and through their communicaüon. Partic-
ipation frameworks are on the one hand constrained and enabled by situational and technological 
Parameters (for instance, by whether a communication is face-to-face or technically mediated,
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on suggestions by Adami (2009b), Dynel (2014), and Eisenlauer (2014). To this 
end we ‘dissect’ the different communicative and multimodal layers that YouTube 
consists of. Besides the Video component, YouTube also integrates comments, 
social media operators, commercials, and suggestions for further YouTube Videos. 
The data consists of various media and modes and is interactively engaged in 
various discourses. Hence, it is difficult to decide what can be considered the basic 
communicative unit (or ‘turn’). We illustrate our conceptual considerations with an 
example, the so-called ‘Let’s Plays’. In this genre, which has become very populär 
in a very short period of time (Haie, 2013, 3), gamers document their gaming in 
films and present it to a (potential) mass audience via upload on Video hosting 
websites like YouTube.

The second part of this chapter is devoted to corpus-building. Most previous 
studies of YouTube and similar media either work with ad hoc data samples or 
outline data mining and data sampling strategies (for references see Section 3). Our 
main aim is to identify necessary elements that should be part of a YouTube corpus 
in a systematic way based on the conceptual outline in the first part. To this end we 
initially describe which components should be captured (e.g., the Video itself, the 
comments, the metadata, and so on). In a second Step we outline which relations 
ought to be part of the corpus and why (e.g., screen appearances, hypertextual 
structures, etc.). Another decision to be made is which elements are of higher 
priority than others and, thus, have to be integrated in an adequate transcription 
format (Beißwenger, 2009; Recktenwald, 2017; Marx & Schmidt, forthcoming).

In sum, our contribution aims to outline a proposal for gathering multimodal 
data and making it accessible in a systematic way, specifically audio-visual social 
media data, via building a corpus that is derived from the conceptual modeling 
of important communicative processes of the research object itself. What is im-
portant, thus, results from a description of the communicative structures and the 
participation framework on YouTube.

whether it is written or oral, etc.; cf. Meyrowitz 1990). On the other hand, participation frame-
works are indexed by the ongoing activities of the participants, and therefore are in constant flux 
(cf. Goodwin, 1986; Goodwin & Goodwin, 2004; Arminen et a l., 2016). Goffman has termed the 
contribution of a single utterance (or parts of it) to the reflexive accomplishment of participation 
frameworks, footing (Goffman, 1981). In our case (communication on YouTube) we are interested in 
how technological Parameters ‘afford’ the possibilities of accomplishing participation frameworks 
on YouTube.
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Curry, D = Tobi). The participants speak German (original language is marked in 
bold). An indicative English translation is given in the line below. The non-verbal 
events are aligned with talk and pauses via special characters like %, &, etc. (cf. 
Mondada, 2014). Letters after abbreviations (a, b, c, d) indicate on which screen the 
events appear. Standalone small letters (a, b, c, d) indicate activities conveyed by 
the facecams. Stills are not used as they are not necessary for our argumentation 
here.

Extract: “ okay i’m going to press REAdy now”/Let’s play together DbD #2/10.6.2016. Four LPers 
(Gronkh = A; Pan = B; Curry = C; Tobi = D) play the game Dead by Daylight together online.

1 A

GS
StaDa

(.) a l s o  i c h  d r ü c k  j e t z  m a  a u f  F E R t i g ,

okay I'm going to press ready now
»threatening music--->
*button READY changes to NOT READY; red tick above CI

2 A w e n n  i h r  j e t z  a u c h  a u f  f e r t i g  d r ü c k t  u n t e n  R E C H  T S ,

if you too press ready now at the bottom right

3

4

StaDa
line on CS
m a  g u c k e n  w a s  p a s  [ S I E R T , ]

let's see what happens

above C3,

5 D [ j a »  ]
yes

StaDa *tick a b o v e  C4, line o n  CS, b u t t o n  

disappears, C o u n t d o w n  0.06 S t a r t s

NOT READY

6

7

D ( 0 . 3 7 )

d a s  i s  n e  ( x x x  [ x x x )  ]

that is a (xxx xxx)
8 A [S P I E L b e g i n n ; ]

Start of play
9 D (.) [ o h  e s  g e h t  ] [ L O S ;  )

oh it's starting
1 0 C [ o k a y  d a s  g e h t  a u c h ] [ S O ;  ]

okay it also works this way

1 1 B [ o h ;  ]

oh
1 2 B (.) j a  j a  o h  [ G E I L ;  ]

yes yes oh great
1 3 A [ j a  ] [ n i c e ;  ]

yes nice
1 4 D [ a c h  d u ]  [ S C H E I S s e ;  ]

oh my gosh
1 5 A [ h a l t  h a l t ]  h a l t )  Y E [ A :  ] : H ;

wait wait wait yeah
1 6 B [ g o - ]

lgo-1
GE/STADa

0.00, lettering disappears, DS turns black
:ountdown:

1 7 B [ d a n n  m  ]o d e r i e r  m a  A N ;

then Start the moderation
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1 8 C [ < < l a c h e n d >  e H E ,>]
[<<laughing> eHE,>]

1 9 A (.) $ [ i h r  s e i d  T O T ;  ]

you are dead
2 0 C [ ( ( r ä u s p e r t  s i c h  ) )]

[((clears his throat))]
GEc +black DS and FC appear
GEd #black DS appears

2 1 ( 0 . 3 2 )

2 2 A $ ä h  J A ;

äh YES;

GEb §biack DS appears
2 3 A H A L l o  u n  h e r z l i c h  w i l l K O m m e n

HELlo and a warm welcome
GEa-d :game screen appears

2 4 A b e i  d e a d  b y  D A Y  l i g h t ;

to dead by daylight
STADb-d %game symbols appear
GEb §FC appears
b Awaves, smiles, looks into FC
c ~looks into FC, raises his eyebrcws

2 5 A ° h h  u n  w i r  g e h n  n  d i e  n ä c h s t e  R U N d e ,

°hh and we start with the next LAP,
STADb,d %text fields appear

2 6 A h e u t e  m i t  & ( 0 . 2 7 )  w e i t e r e m  b e S U C H -

today with& (0.27) some more Vlsitors-
GS fcrustling plonk sound-- »
STADa *game symbol appears

Fig. 4: Extract 1: “ okay i’m goingto press REAdy now” /Let’s play together DbD #2/10.6.2016.

At the beginning of the transcript (lines 1-16), the four players are concerned with 
the technical aspects of getting the multiplayer game started. Their talk, although 
already transmitted to the public, is obviously designed to achieve a joint Start of 
the game. So A’s announcementinline 1 okay I’m going to press ready nowis 
subsequently expanded to an encouragement addressed to his co-players to do the 
same, with if you too press ready now at the bottom right (line 2). What 
follows is a successive Start of the game which is accompanied by comments of 
the four players. The comments in this phase merely serve the purpose of mutual 
coordination. Only at line 17, after having established and announced the Start of 
the game (most obviously by A’s exclamation start of play in line 8), an intro 
moderation is requested (with B’s then start the moderation in line 17), which 
is subsequently mainly delivered by A (lines 19-26).

In this extract, three kinds of communication are at work at the same time: 
First, we (as the observers) watch the events on screen (how the videogame gets 
started) and listen to the accompanying verbal talk between the players. Second, 
we may feel addressed by the players welcoming the viewers to their joint game 
event (for instance, by saying h ello  and a warm welcome in line 23). Third, we
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In the following, the three levels of communicationon YouTube are discussed 
in more detail. Let us turn to the first level, the Video interaction level.

2.1 Video Interaction Level

Videos can show people talking and interacting. Depending on the content of the 
Video, recipients witness forms of participation they are familiär with either from 
face-to-face interaction or from mass media communication. Videos can show 
face-to-face interactions (like in talk shows) or pure verbal interactions (like in 
our case between the four players). In this case the basic participation framework 
with Speaker and hearer categories as outlined first by Goffman’s paper on footing 
(1981; cf. Levinson, 1988) is adaptable, namely the distinctions between ratified 
and non-ratified and addressed and not addressed participants.7 In other words: 
first-level interactions depicted by Video resemble face-to-face-interactions with 
respect to possible participation roles. This, of course, holds only for depicted 
interactions within the Video (and not for other kinds of communication on the 
platform). In our extract above, for example, we can perceive the content of the 
Video as a focused interaction between four people made possible by technology.

In addition, the idea of different roles within a participation framework is 
adaptable in a next Step to mass media communication (cf. O’Keeffe, 2007; Scannell, 
1991). In this sense, Videos on YouTube can either show para-social interaction, in 
which Speakers within the video address an audience directly (cf. Horton & Wohl, 
1956; Vorderer, 1996), or a video may indirectly target its viewers, thereby creating 
what has widely been understood as an ‘overhearing audience’ (cf. Heritage, 1985; 
Hutchby, 2006; Clayman, 2006).

In the above example, both of these roles are present: When Gronkh is welcom- 
ing the viewers with h ello  and a warm welcome in line 23, he is addressing the

7 Due to lack of space the basic categories o f the participation framework by Goffman (1981) 
are only briefly reviewed in this footnote: Goffman distinguishes on the side of the ‘hearers’ 
between ratified and unratified participants. The former build what he calls a focused interaction, 
that is a certain number of people sharing a common attentional focus for a certain amount 
of time. The latter, the unratified participants, are all others who are in response presence but 
not officially part of the interaction. Ratified participants are further divided into addressees, 
who are addressed by a particular utterance, and side participants, who are part of the focused 
interaction but are not addressed. Unratified participants are understood as bystanders and 
subdivided into overhearers, who witness ongoing talk accidentally, and eavesdroppers, who 
purposefully eavesdrop a conversation. Gofiman’s model is the basis for most approaches dealing 
with participation. It has been widely taken up and extended, reformulated, and adapted (cf. 
Levinson, 1988; Goodwin, 1986; Dynel, 2014).
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Communication on the sender-recipient-level is established through uploading 
and watching Videos. It does not require any comments to be sufficiently estab-
lished. However, comments are an additional Option for recipients to engage further. 
This brings us to the third level, the level of comments.

2.3 Level of Comments

In contrast to mass media, YouTube allows an alternation of sender and recipient 
roles. Everyone can release Videos and comment on Videos. In this way, YouTubers 
can interact with one another publicly but, of course, without being able to change 
the content of released Videos on the first level. Though meant as a Video sharing 
website originally (Vonderau, 2016), YouTube enables interactional exchanges 
of several different kinds: only between Video releasers through Video responses 
(Adami, 2009b), between releasers and commenters, or only between commenters.

Therefore, comments are offen specifically addressed either by technical op- 
tions (such as a reply-button), or by using specific signs (like the @-symbol). How-
ever, as YouTube communication is persistent, everybody can witness the whole 
interaction and join in at any time (indexed by the time stamps).11 In this way, 
communication on YouTube creates an endless ‘open state of talk’ (Goffman, 1981) 
leading to asynchronous communication typical for social media platforms. In our 
case, Gronkh’s video was released on June 10,2016 and has received 1,143 comments 
as of August 2018. Most of them, in turn, received answers by other commentators. 
The oldest comment is from June 2016, while the newest one (at the time of writing 
this chapter) was posted in July 2018. Thus, the communication that was generated 
by this video of Gronkh currently bridges a time span of approximately two years 
(and is still ongoing).

The model from Dynel (2014) that we have discussed so far should be extended 
by a fourth level, which we call website-user interaction.

2.4 Level of Website-User Interaction

Besides interaction between a video sender and recipients, there is interaction 
between the website as a communicator, in this case the platform YouTube as 
a part of Google, and a YouTuber as a user, whether as a producer and/or as a 
recipient (Eisenlauer, 2014). YouTube provides a designed space, including for

11 The persistence of YouTube comments is limited, however, because video releasers have the 
ability to moderate comment-level interaction by deleting comments and blocking users.
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example templates, basic functionalities, indexes, and metrics as well as a basic 
broadcast structure like channels and multichannel networks (Vonderau, 2016). 
The platform’s basic structures can be seen as affordances (Gibson, 1979; Arminen 
et al., 2016) creating exchange in the form of a human-machine interaction on a 
separate level. This means that, while watching Videos and posting comments, 
users also interact with Software designed for specific purposes. This level also 
has to be taken into consideration when building a corpus.

In our case, for example, watching the Video of Gronkh happens in a predefined 
template provided by the website. At the same time, watching the Video triggers 
the display of several automatically generated features like indexes, playlists, 
and ads. Both are ‘communicative acts’ which are not attributable to the Video 
author/releaser but to the hosting/distributing website.

In addition, on this fourth level the question of ratified/unratified participation 
reappears as the difference between (un-)registered and (not) logged-in partici- 
pants as it is the platform which regulates the formal dimension of participation 
via technical implementations (Boyd, 2014).

2.5 Interim Conclusion: Participation on YouTube

The basic structure of communication on YouTube looks like this: A (an active 
user) is doing C (posting a video or posting a comment) for B (indeterminate group 
of viewers), who, in turn, have the Chance to answer either by writing a comment 
or by releasing a video response. The result of this is an interlacing structure that 
includes an interaction within the video to be seen and commented on by the 
audience, creating a second (sender-receiver), a third (comments/response video), 
and a fourth (website-user) level of interaction.

In this model, communicative acts (or turns, or moves) can occur at all levels in 
any modal form (verbal or non-verbal, spoken or written). Every logged-in person 
is able to either just watch or to get engaged at any level (e.g., video producing and 
uploading, writing comments, and so on). Comments may or may not address video 
releaser(s)/author(s), or other commenter(s). ‘Participation’ means any activity at 
the production or reception end. However, identifying participants drawing only 
on online data are limited to its active users, as passive ones are not visible on the 
surface of the website.12

The basic participation framework underlying communication on YouTube 
outlined above is summarized in Figure 6.

12 Although passive users are not interacting, they, as imagined audiences, are still part of the 
participation framework.
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Fig. 6: Basic participation framework of communication on YouTube.

3 YouTube Corpora

In the second part of this chapter, we use the model developed above to formulate 
requirements for a multimodal corpus of YouTube data. As a multimodal form 
of communication, YouTube draws heavily on multimodal resources like audio- 
visuality, images, and design. In order to understand communication on YouTube, 
it is necessary to include everything that is relevant for meaning making. The 
decision what is relevant follows from the conceptual Schema we introduced above, 
which is, in turn, rooted in our theoretical framework of interactional pragmatics 
we outlined above. In other words: we delineate which elements of YouTube’s 
communication should be part of a corpus in order to be able to do research in the
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Videos should be transcribed to allow a search for linguistic and multimodal 
elements (like words, phrases, gazes, visual elements, etc.). As transcription is a 
complex and time-consuming process, it is impossible to transcribe all aspects of 
a Video right at the beginning. For practical research reasons, the transcription 
should therefore be successively refined, depending on the research question at 
hand. In a first Step, a rather rough transcription should record the verbal exchange 
according to the transcription conventions of GAT2 (cf. Selting et al., 2011). Verbal 
transcriptions allow capturing the entire verbal exchange and thus have a clear 
cut outcome. Multimodal transcriptions, on the other hand, need to be neatly 
adjusted to the research question at hand. Not everything that is visually accessible 
can be part of the transcript. Multimodal transcriptions are, thus, in contrast to 
verbal transcriptions, highly selective (cf. Mondada, 2018; Stukenbrock, 2009).1'* In 
addition, multimodal transcriptionsare even more complex than verbal transcripts 
and should only be included if they are relevant for the research question at hand.

Therefore, in further Steps, only selected sections are transcribed using a mul-
timodal extended GAT2-system (Mondada, 2014,2018). Multimodal transcripts of 
this kind represent different modal resources, e.g., talk, embodied conduct like 
gaze, gestures, posture shifts, etc., or game events on a screen in their temporal 
unfolding interplay. The transcripts can also include Screenshots whose location 
is indicated within the transcript (Stukenbrock, 2009). The transcripts are only 
auxiliary means to produce a working document and to represent the exact tem-
poral relations between different resources which are otherwise not accessible. 
However, audio and Video data remains an indispensable basis and should not be 
replaced by the transcript at any stage in the process of analyzing. In our example 
above, as Figure 7 illustrates, besides the spoken material (here after the Capital 
A), we also note game events (GE), game sounds (GS), Status displays (StaD), and 
physical activities (FC) in case there is a visual representation of the gamer(s), a 
so-called facecam (FC).
As one can see in the transcript, when player A (Gronkh) is announcing that he is 
going to press a button for starting the game (okay i ’ m going to press ready 
now), the action of pressing has already been conducted as the ‘ready-button’ on 
his screen changes before A actually announces his action. This is conveyed by 
the Status display line abbreviated with StaD. In addition, we see that in this stage, 
other modalities are either not yet available (like the facecam which is inserted later) 
or are in auto-play mode (like the music and the movements of the avatar). This 14

14 One reason for this is that in contrast to the verbal m ode, the visual mode is not necessarily 
based on action units. Thus, with respect to the visual mode it is often unclear whether events are 
accountable actions or not.
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arrangement of elements. Figure 8 illustrates the typical structure of YouTube sites, 
their sections, and typical relations.19

„Image"

I -Caption"

„first
move"

„second
move(s)"

.similar'

Search function

Releaser/Author name 
Short description

Comments

Metrics

„generates more Videos under a seif selected 
_______________description "_______________

Video + Control functions

Description 
of Video in

figures"
—---------- _

| „Utterance

Playlist
Title

„Speaker"

Fig. 8: Typical structure of YouTube pages, their sections, and typical relations.

As the diagram shows, all YouTube pages are composed of the same sections (in- 
dicated by the white boxes). Thus, we know the basic meaning of corresponding 
content, like ‘the title’ of the video, which is always placed below the Video, ‘the 
comments’, which are placed at the bottom end of the webpage and may require 
scrolling and/or clicking to view all of them. In addition, sections are not only 
prefiguring a certain meaning, but also implicate meaningful relations between 
certain sections (indicated by the grey boxes and corresponding arrows). For ex- 
ample, the ‘video section’ and ‘the title section’ below are understood as an ‘image’ 
and its ‘caption’. Similarly, the metrics are taken as ‘describing the present video in 
figures’ , the ‘play list section’ as ‘video suggestions similar to the present one’ and 
the ‘search section’ as a function to generate more video search results by using

19 The nature of those relations (logical, rhetorical, etc.) is of no relevance for our argumentation 
at this stage and only becomes relevant in the analysis. The examples only intend to illustrate 
that relations of this kind exist and that they should be represented in a corpus.
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